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MANAGING COMMITTEE FOR THE ROUNDABOUT

Chairman: Graeme Booth        Treasurer:  Doreen Sunman
Secretary:  Anya  Veryaskina           Accounts: Gina Towl
Coordinator: Michael Allen           Printer:  Neil Thomas
Advertising: Keith Towl         Production:  Kevin Gill
ex officio: Trish Booth & Corrinne Thomas

LETTERS AND ARTICLES FOR PUBLISHING

Before any letter or article can be printed, the Management
Committee for the Roundabout must have the writer’s full
address and contact details. Only the author’s name will be
published. Anonymous articles or those with pseudonyms
will not be published.

COPYRIGHT

All Roundabout material is copyright. Items may be
reproduced provided that the source is acknowledged

EDITORIAL RIGHTS

The articles, letters and advertisements appearing in
this magazine do not necessarily represent the opinion
of the Management Committee for the Roundabout or
their helpers, or the committees that they represent.
Whilst every endeavour is made to print the truth, the
Management Committee for the  Roundabout can
accept no responsibility for any printed article or
advertisement printed herein. The responsibility for
each  article or advertisement remains with the group,

or person, or persons who submitted them for
publication.

As with all newspapers and magazines, we reserve the
right to edit where necessary. This is to protect ourselves
and you, the contributor, from any action that could be
taken, and to keep the tone of our publication high.
Editing is done by the Roundabout production team. All
political adverts will be reviewed by the Editorial
Committee.

POSTAL SUBSCRIPTION

The Roundabout is delivered door-to-door, free of charge by
volunteers in the immediate Laingholm, Parau, Cornwallis and
Huia area. We are happy to mail copies outside the free delivery
area at a cost of $30 for ten issues (March to December).

OUR NEXT ISSUE
The next publication date is 3rd April 2019

The deadline for ALL copy is Monday
25th March

PAYMENT
Invoices for advertisements appearing in the
Roundabout will be sent monthly by the
Roundabout Society. They may be paid via internet
banking to:

Kiwibank Account No. 38-9017-0529446-00

Prompt payment is  a lways appreciated

MONTHLY ADVERTISING RATES AND SIZES
FULL PAGE (180 x 267 mm)                    $91
HALF PAGE (180 x 132 mm)                    $47
THIRD PAGE Tall or wide(180 x 88 mm)    $36
QUARTER PAGE (89 x 132 mm)              $29
COVER ADVERT (89 x 54 mm)              $27
SIXTH PAGE (89 x 88 mm)                    $23
CLASSIFIED (Up to five lines)                   $10
CLASSIFIED (Each additional line)        $2

ADVERTISING ARTWORK AND/OR ARTICLES

When preparing these, please maintain a dense black
image for line work. We prefer to have artwork and
articles submitted electronically. Please outline all fonts
where possible and email a *.docx or high resolution
*.pdf or *.jpg file to theroundabout.editorial@gmail.com,
including the word ‘copy’ somewhere in the subject line.
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SUMMER SALADS
F R O M  A D R I E N N E  P E E K

MIXED VEGETABLE SALAD
A few small Potatoes - chopped and cooked
200 grams Beans - chopped and cooked
Lettuce leaves
Cabbage - chopped
2 Carrots - grated
1 Cucumber - sliced
4 Hard-Boiled Eggs
Raw Sweetcorn – cut from one cob
½ cup Thai Dressing (ready-made) or any other flavour to suit your taste

Cool potatoes, beans and hard-boiled eggs. Place all the other vegetables in a bowl with the lettuce
and cucumber around the outside of bowl. Drizzle the sauce over the top of the vegetables, season,
toss and serve.

CHICKPEA SURPRISE
Beans which have been sliced and cooked and cooled
1 tin Chickpeas (drained)
½ jar Sun-dried Tomatoes chopped, including the oil
1 Pepper - chopped
1 tablespoon Lemon juice
1 tablespoon Balsamic vinegar

Put all the ingredients into a bowl, season and toss. Add a little olive oil if too dry. Put in the fridge
to cool and serve when required. You can also add olives and capers to taste.

QUICK PASTA
250 grams cooked and cooled Pasta
Spirals
400 grams small Tomatoes - chopped
2 cups Salad Leaves
½ cup Basil Leaves
1 tablespoon each Lemon and Lime
juice
2 teaspoons Honey
1/3 cup Olive oil

Combine pasta and veges and put
other ingredients into a jar with salt
and pepper and shake. Pour over
pasta and serve. Can also add olives
and capers.
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G E O R G E  WA D S W O R T H  &  I A N  J O H N S O N

Book Reviews
lnglorious Empire - What the British Did to lndia,
by Shashi Tharoor (Hurst, 2017)
This book and its author have become a subject of some
controversy which I only found out after reading it and
looking for background debate. The basic premise
presented by Tharoor is that the nostalgia of Britain as a
benevolent coloniser of India is dishonest and a myth. It
argues that commercial imperatives using the East India
Company (and then the Crown itself from the mid-19th
century) stripped lndia of much of its wealth and
infrastructure. India's share of the world economy at the
start of the 18th century was 23%. When Britain left in
1947 it was around 3%. Tharoor provides counter
arguments to a common view that British imperialism gave
India many benefits.
India was the world's leading textile manufacturer but this
was manipulated and decimated to support struggling
manufacturers in Britain. Similarly, India's shipping
industry was systematically dismantled and transferred to
Britain. There is some modern-day irony in that Tata, an
lndian multinational, owns British companies including
Jaguar and the remains of the steel industry. The book
covers other aspects of colonisation - education,
democracy, press freedom restrictions, racism (Winston
Churchill: "l hate Indians. They are a beastly people with
a beastly religion."). One aspect that shocked me was that
over the time of its rule up to 35 million died unnecessarily
in famines when Britain exported food from India while
Indians starved - in 1943 nearly four million Bengalis died.
Tharoor calls these famines a "British colonial holocaust".
A couple of other points - there was only a 16 per cent
literacy rate at the time of Indian independence in 1947
and Britain's mismanagement of the partition of India and
Pakistan at that time resulted in hundreds of thousands
being massacred as they tried to travel to India (Hindu
territory) or Pakistan (Muslim). Tharoor's arguments are
incessant and overwhelming at times. So the controversy?
Some historians and reviewers argue that the book is
"naive" and "simplistic" and that "moral venom sometimes
clouds his judgements" although most of those critics
praise Tharoor for taking on the subject. Treat that as an
aside - the forthright discussion in the book is an
absorbing read.

A Rising Man, Abir Mukherjee
By Harvill Secker, 2016)
This story has a link to the book above in that it
encapsulates a period in lndian history when the local
people were wanting to get the British out of lndia. It
appealed to me with the background of Calcutta 1919 and
a city of political dissent and intrigue. Sam Wyndham, a

former Scotland Yard detective, has arrived after his
traumatic experiences during the Great War. He has to
adapt to a completely new way of life but is immediately
faced with the murder of a British official who had a note
stuffed in his mouth warning the British to leave lndia or
face more violence. There are tensions which are reflected
in Wyndharn's investigating tearn lnspector Digby who is
condescending and contemptuous of the locals and
Sergeant Banerjee who Sam gradually comes to respect
and appreciate for his quiet knowledge of the local
community. There is action and tension aplenty as they
get drawn into the dealings of the underbelly of Calcutta
and the British Raj. lt is extremely well researched and
written and is the first in a series involving Sam Wyndham.

Accipitri and the Battle for Heliosa
by local Laingholm author Lennard Gillman
This is the author's first novel written in his spare time over
several years and aimed at young adults. It is an action
packed saga set in the mythical countries of Accipitri,
Heliosa and Nyumbania. Princess Tess discovers
Ferobellus living rough in the countryside outside Accipitri
Castle. His father, Santales, a messenger from
neighbouring Heliosa, has disappeared and is being held
prisoner in the castle dungeon. An audacious plan is
hatched by Tess to free him and escape. Santales 'escape
is discovered and the chase is on. Thus begins a series of
hair-raising adventures requiring physical ability and
mental agility, with amazing feats carried out in extreme
conditions that leave the reader gasping. That is to say
nothing of the perils faced when their pursuers catch up
with them in the wilderness or when they are captured by
a cannibal tribe. The climax comes in the battle for Heliosa.
Read what Rosie Moore aged 14 years-had to say after
reading the novel. “The story of two kingdom's on the
brink of war whilst only two kids named Tess {the princess
of Accipitri ) and Ferobellus (son of a prisoner in the castle)
know the danger that awaits. We follow their treacherous
journey into the unknown and witness their fight for
survival all the while watching a friendship blossom
between the two characters. I really enjoyed reading this
action packed novel not only because of the exciting plot
but also because of the link between the fantasy  world
of Accipitri and our own world in New Zealand. We see
this mainly in the wildlife encountered by the two kids.
For example the "mischievous mountain parrot" that flew
over their camp one night closely resembles the native
NZ kea. This among many reasons is why I enjoyed the
book and recommend it to early teens looking for some
adventure. lf you enjoy the series "The Rangers
Apprentice" you will love it.
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LITTLE SPACE BIG HEART

DRESSMAKER

DESIGNER AND
VINTAGE RECYCLED CLOTHING

OPEN Friday and Saturday 10am - 4pm

1 VICTORY ROAD LAINGHOLM

PHONE: 021 0286 6865
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A Blast From the Past
March 1968

Back in the ‘Good Old Days’ when I first served on the Roundabout Committee,  many roads in
the district were unsealed and we shared telephone lines. ‘Party lines’ they were called then and
you needed to know some morse code to work out when you, rather than your neighbours were
being called. Feuds and vendettas were declared over people who seemed to hog the telephone!
You also got more than a dirty look if your car made a cloud of dust which settled on the
neighbour’s washing. After quite a bit of feuding, the two Laingholm Ratepayers Associations were
amalgamated. Here is one resident’s view as  published in the March 1968 Roundabout:

“A house which is divided against itself . . . .

One of this month’s most noteable events is the union of the Laingholm Beach
and Laingholm Central Ratepayer’s Associations. For many years there have been
ups and downs in these two organisations separately but the most disquieting
feature was doubtless the friction between the residents of these two areas. The
tendancy for years has been to tackle common problems of the two communities
with parochialism which at times was alarming. The residents of both areas are
to be congratulated on overcoming these difficulties and finding a compromise so
that the best interests of the area may be served. Their efforts on our behalf
can only be strengthened by the union which brings keen and competant minds from
both areas to bear on problems which affect all Laingholm residents.
 And now that they have shown that it can be done, perhaps the people of Upper
and Lower Parau and the two Huias can take heart and move towards a more unified
approach to their mutual interests.
 A case in point is the problem attached to the road building between Parau and
Huia. It is quite something that the Waitemata County have finally got around to
doing the job. It goes without saying that such an enterprise must lead to a
temporary inconvenience to residents. Not least of these problems appears to be
the matter of the school bus. In Parau it can now take two separate routes depending
on road conditions and no one can say from one day to the next just which way it
will go. Also delays are inevitable. All of this means that Parau residents are
naturally a bit fed up with the situation. At Huia, certain citizens got together
to try to improve the safety of the children boarding and alighting from the bus.
Unfortunately two factions arose who took different views on the matter and
friction has arisen leading, I understand to some considerable unpleasantness.
Now, I have no wish to take sides, but isn’t it reasonable for us to keep a sense
of proportion in such matters. In a few short months the road will be completed
and all these problems will appear minor ones. Is it not possible for people to
find a compromise for their immediate problems so that future ones can be met
with the confidence that comes from unified effort?

Well done the Laingholm Ratepayers - more power to your elbows!

“Ratepayer”

Footnote: Amalgamation of Laingholm’s Ratepayers Associations was partly motivated by the need to
manage (& replace) two village halls of dubious construction. The Waitemata County Council (a
predecessor of the Waitakere City) made the building of a new hall conditional on full amalgamation
of associations (and demolition of halls!) This ‘new hall’ is the one in which the Roundabout is now
assembled on the first Wednesday of the month – March to December. MLA
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Happenings in our Community
ADRIENNE PEEK

MARCH 2019
THE ROUNDABOUT
Happy New year to all. I hope you have survived the heat of summer and we look forward to a cooler
autumn. Many thanks to the kind people who have given me cucumbers and tomatoes as they have had
an excess.
Please feel free to contact me on 8118834 if you have any problems with your delivery area or the
number of copies of The Roundabout you require, in case you have had an increase or decrease, or you
are unable to deliver at any time because you are away.

HUIA FOODSTORE
Have introduced pancakes to their menu this summer, $12 for pancakes and berries and $15 for
pancakes, banana and bacon is very good value and I am sure you couldn’t find them any cheaper
around town.

HUIA FITNESS GROUP
It has been good to see a mixed aged group of young and older and even one male joined our group
who has been good on instructing on new equipment we have purchased. We are now operating 2
sessions, Mondays are 1.5 hours with a combination of stretch, cardio and yoga and Thursdays for 1
hour with cardio and yoga. Both classes begin at 7.00p.m. at the Huia Hall so bring a mat and come and
have fun. Any queries phone Pam 8118628.

HARBOUR SWIM
Simon Freeman swam across the harbour the morning of Sunday 17/02/2019, leaving from Little Huia
and finishing at Cockle Bay on the Awhitu Peninsula.
Simon is a local from Parau. He is the leader of a swimming group that swim regularly in the Manukau.
This swim is one that he wanted to knock off and he did it with ease. This swim  has been planned for
the last few years - just waiting for the right tides and weather conditions.
Peter Jackson shadowed and supported him in his boat BABY C CRAZY.

This swim has only been done by a handful of people.

BEREAVEMENT

Ken Lawrence passed away on 4th February. Ken lived in Foster Bay before moving to Glenburn Rest
Home. Condolences to Audrey and family.
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The Real Estate Bulletin
10 Steps to a SHOCKINGLY Easy Move
Sometimes the thought of selling your home is hindered by THE MOVE.  Below are some steps which should help
you eliminate ‘the move’ from the list of reasons why you’re not selling your home or maybe help with the process
if you’re already on the market.

 1. PREPARATION

Develop a plan with a focus on unpacking. Keep items sorted by rooms.

 2. GARAGE SALE

Plan for a garage sale or get busy selling things online.  Check if the new owner wants to buy items off you.

 3. CHANGE OF ADDRESS

One of the most important steps you can do letting people know a change of address.  If you don’t have a
new address to go to you can always redirect to a family or work address in the meantime.

 4. PACKING SUPPLIES

Book a moving company.  Measure some of your large items to help determine the size of truck you’ll need.
If you’re planning to move on your own then boxes, tape, scissors, tape measure, toolbox and a trolley
should be on the list.

 5. ASK FOR HELP

Get family and friends on board to help, offering a meal as an incentive or employ some high school students
wanting to earn a bit of money.

 6. SORT AND ORGANISE

Sort items by room before you start packing, the amount of time and effort you put in before you start
packing is going to be indication of how easy your move-in is.

 7. PACKING

Use things like towels, bedding etc to protect items, this will save room and ensure your items are safe.  Put
light things in large boxes and heavy things in smaller boxes, suitcases are good for heavier items as you can
wheel them.

 8. LABELLING AND MANAGING INVENTORY

Have a system - label by room and list key items or use a spreadsheet and number your boxes

 9. CLEANING AND DUSTING

If you have a bit of lead time cleaning cupboards or rooms as you empty them will save time on moving day
or pay someone to come in once you’ve moved

 10. MOVING IN

Walk around and ensure you’ve envisioned everything correctly as far as placement goes.  Get your friends
back to help.  Move everything into the room first before you start unpacking.

PLAN, PLAN, PLAN

Gaston Coma
Licensed Salesperson REAA 2008  -  M: 021 234 3788  -  Ray White Austar Realty Titirangi
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We all pay rates and the regional fuel tax, either
directly or indirectly.  Half of our rates goes to
Auckland Transport.  Are we getting value for
money?
The buses The 171 bus is very well patronised – at
times there is standing room only when the bus gets
to Titirangi.  There are elderly people who no longer
drive that use the bus and would be limited socially
without it.  Our young people use the buses to get
to and from school, and are also big users of the bus
on Saturday and during the school holidays.  But the
service is two-hourly in the middle of the day,
ceases in the early evening and doesn’t operate on
Sundays.  The 170 and 172 buses are not nearly as
well used, but they run hourly, seven days a week
and well into the evening.  Because the bus only
goes one way, using the bus to get to and from the
local primary schools is not an option.  There is no
bus service beyond Laingholm and no park and ride
facility to encourage people from Parau and beyond
not to take their vehicles into town.  And we could
do with more bus stops.  “The infrastructure is too
difficult” is no excuse – Otitori Bay Rd is just as
challenging and there are bus stops there!

The roads and footpaths   Longitudinal cracks
down Victory Rd show how it is subsiding.  Similar
cracks down the footpaths, along with
encroachment by the vegetation and bulges caused
by tree roots, make them dangerous – even
impossible – to use.  I would not like to take a child
in a stroller up or down Victory Rd!  Many of us have
no footpath at all.  Narrow, windy Warner Park Ave
is used as a “rat run” before and after school.  Long,
narrow Kauri Point Rd is made worse by the many
parked vehicles.  Residents have ideas as to how this
could be mitigated – but is AT listening?

The road reserve  This area has a lot of road
reserve, often very steep and unstable, and
seriously infested with invasive, introduced pest
plants.  In Auckland Transport’s Waitakere Ranges
Urban Design Guidelines, it says that it is very
important to AT that weeds and pest plants are
actively managed  so that there is no negative
impact on the local ecology.  Yeah, right!
Members of the community, frustrated with the

lack of action from AT, are working on this, but the
task is huge.  In places the road would need to be
closed and there is a real risk that removing the
weeds will cause erosion, even though shallow
rooted weeds will not hold up a bank long term.

. Laingholm Local

Footnote: Greg Presland replied.  See article on
his website:
http://gregpresland.com/wordpress/the-future-
of-auckland-transport/
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PHONE 817 6486
PHONE 817 6486

Independent Distributor

QUALITY

Doreen Sunman
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Amanda Hoo kham - Kraft

www.regenesisdesign.com

021 285 4100
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Meet by 14 Western Rd for 2 hours of weeding
Sunday Apr 7th at 1 pm and Monday 8th at 10 am
Sunday May 5th at 1 pm and Monday 6th at 10 am

 (Sunday session may include water quality testing of the Laing Stream)

Bring food to share afterwards!

Pest  Free Laingholm

Len Gillman   021 818 950
Len.gillman@aut.ac.nz

            Doreen Sunman  021 143 2388
dlsunman@xtra.co.nz

Monthly weeding bees
Join us and be a weed warrior in Laingholm!

Contact people:

Pest  Free Laingholm
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Winnie

Kia ora and gidday fishos and welcome to 2019 and hopefully some improvement in the piscatorial
department.

However a sad note to start on. There will still be many of the older generation of fishos who remember Ken
Lawrence, late of Foster Bay. Ken had been ill for some time and passed away recently in Glenburn Rest Home
aged 82. Ken was a fishing buddy of mine some years ago and I have some good memories of our fishing
trips together. Hope you are at peace in that great fishing ground in the sky Ken. Tight lines mate.

On to fishing news and not a great deal of excitement in the harbour. A noticeable absence of kahawai and
trevally and don't believe what the fishing news in the Herald says about plenty of gurnard in the harbour –
codswallop, they're just about extinct! The “big boys”are still getting good catches of snapper over the bar but
closer in at around 20 metres. I was lucky enough recently to get invited over the bar, fishing. Oh joy, I
fantasised about the big snapper I was going to catch. So off we go, four of us on board, 15m – no snapper,
30m – no snapper, 62m still no snapper! One of our crew caught three ordinary gurnard, another lady had a
gurnard but a mako took it and the captain caught two kahawai. Yours truly pulled in one very small gurnard –
can't win ‘em all, eh?

The harbour seems to be teeming with snapper about 25-30cm, although my mate caught a 48cm one up the
harbour somewhere. When I asked him where he was, he said “on the corner”- beats me.

The Huia Club kingfish competition was a bit of a flop recently with not a single kingfish caught. I told Leo to
come round to Cornwallis Wharf as they are catching kingfish there but will these men listen?

Now here's a little story, fishy but very true. Many years ago a mate and I decided to go to Norfolk Island. She
was a keen fisho too so we decided to take handlines and gear while I said we can take a couple of frozen
mullet for bait because it's only a three hour flight and they'll still be frozen when we get there. So I stow two
mullets in my suitcase in plastic bags, get to Norfolk Island, waiting in a wooden hut at the end of a strip of
tarmac (which passed for an airport many years ago). Along comes the luggage and everybody has got theirs
while we're still waiting. Where are our suitcases? Well actually they've gone to Australia by mistake with the
frozen mullet! But even though we had no luggage for Norfolk Island Customs to look at we had to declare
what was in our luggage. Two frozen mullet I said to the fella who looked a bit disbelieving and asked what
was the purpose of bringing them and was it for food. No, I said, “bait”. We sell bait here, he said. I'm sure you
do, I replied but these bait cost me nothing. Anyhow, three days later our luggage arrived. Some kind Aussie
person had carefully wrapped our mullet in several plastic bags but when we got it out, boy did it honk and
we never got a single bite on it. Incidentally it was on Norfolk Island radio that two women had brought
frozen mullet to the island, via Australia.

Scored two nice snapper recently from the Big Boys. They left Cornwallis at 7.30am with four on board and
were back before 11 with a bin full of snapper.

Ok, fishos, I think that Winnie done wandering for the month, so a joke or two to end with but you have to
rise above PC and feminism to appreciate these jokes

Love is the delusion that one man is different from the rest.

Woman says to her friend, “I got a set of golf clubs for my husband”. “Lucky you”, says the woman, “what a
swap!”

What would the world be like without men? Free of crime and full of fat happy women. And to balance things
up … heard about the blonde who thought the tooth fairy was a gay dentist and that Joan of Arc was Noah's
wife. She also thought hypocrisy was a Greek philosopher.
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Titirangi
Village

Post
Office

Church Titirangi
Medical
Centre

WE ARE
HERE

We are a family centred surgery offering
a full range of general practice services

for you and your family.

Open 8.00 am to 6.00 pm
Weekdays

Here at Green Bay Barbers we want to
serve the community and the wider

West Auckland catchment.

So next time pop into Green Bay Barbers
for a haircut for the whole family:

Mum and Dad, Girls and Boys
OUR HOURS ARE:
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Local
Liquor

New World
Supermarket

WE ARE
HERE

Monday closed
Tuesday to Friday: 9.30 am to 5.30 pm
Late night Wednesday: 9.30 am to 7pm

Late Night Thursday 9.30 am to 7pm
Saturdays: 9.00 am to 5 pm

PHONE 09 827 6526
Greenbaybarbers@facebook.com
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MARCH WEATHER
In Britain, March is reputed to “Come in like a Lion – Go out like a Lamb!” But here in the Waitakeres, almost
anything can happen! Usually , March continues the cooling-down period that started in February and
continues warm and mild at least up until Easter. But showers and real rain presage Autumn as well. March
2018 had 14 dry days and 20 wet ones with 71mm of rain being measured for the month. The maximum
temperature was 30ºC on 5th and the minimum was 13.8ºC on 15th March 2018. The highest wind speed
recorded was 31.7 km/hr on the 1st and we had 162.6 hours of sunshine for the month of March 2018
(compared with 180 and 119 hours respectively in January and February. January 2019 produced 252.8 hours!)

For all you Nice People with photovoltaic electricity generation, this is the maximum level of energy that
fell on my roof each day in March 2018 and for those interested in sun tan without melanoma, here are
the maximum daily UV levels.

Waitakere Forest & Bird Talk
Thursday 7:30pm March 21st

For further information ph Liz 0274 762732 lizanstey@hotmail.com
Venue: Kelston Community Centre, cnr Awaroa/Great North Rd.

Non members welcome, join us for supper afterwards.
Koha appreciated to cover hall hire.

Karen Baird – Forest & Bird Seabird Advocate –
A SeaWeek Event!

Free & all welcome!

Before Karen started her role with Forest & Bird, she worked at, among other
places, the Ministry of Fisheries. She will share her knowledge of how (the absence
of) fish management practices influence our seabirds: from albatrosses to
penguins. At a recent North Island gathering, Karen showed the audience what
fish quota are based on and why they mostly don’t work. Karen’s talk will not only
be engaging, it will definitely open your eyes about our current practices and
what needs to change to keep our seas in shape.

Michael  Allen
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811 8692, 021 301 575
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We have been producing and printing the
Roundabout since 1964 and now we have an online
version! The same Roundabout that has been arriving
in your letterbox ten times a year for all that time can
now be found on the web - in colour!

Just point your browser at:
www.theroundabout.org.nz

Online publication will be delayed
by two weeks

You can rest assured!,
the print version will be continuing!

Your Roundabout is now online! - in colour!

THE LAINGHOLM HANDBOOK
We got talking, just the other day, about local history. I mentioned that we had several pa’s in just the
Laingholm area and even more marae. And then someone mentioned ‘The Laingholm Handbook’ published
by the LDCA in 2000. It was edited by Scott Hole, Wayne Mackenzie, Hinne Hetema and Margaret Schoneveld.
This was an ambitious project published as ISBN 0-473-06660-2.
Here is an extract to whet the appetite of all local historians.

Early Maori History.
In this short page we cannot do justice to the many interesting stories of Maori history around Waikumete and
the Waitakeres. We refer you to authors who give their interpretation of fact and folklore. Check your library for:
Graeme Murdock, John Diamond, Bruce Haywood and Dick Scott.

Te Kawerau a Maki
Te Kawerau a Maki are the holders of mana whenua over the Waitakere coastline, the traditional inheritors of
the mana and guardianship.
Three pa sites are identified. One on Tokoroa Point (Sandy’s Parade by the Laingholm Fishing Club), one on the
point of Warner Park Reserve and another on Laingholm Point (South Titirangi Road), this one having ditch
defences. Large patches of middens occur on both sides of Little Muddy Creek indicating that Waikumete was a
popular resting spot before continuing to Whau Creek from where the Maori would portage their canoes across
to the Waitemata Harbour.
Waikumete was also a popular source of logs for canoes with many partly finished canoes found in this area by
early settlers (Landing Road). The flat behind Symonds Bay (Paruroa Reserve) is recorded as a cultivation site as
is the valley of the Lower Nihotupu Dam.

Since its publication the year 2000, ‘WEST, the history of Waitakere edited by Finlay MacDonald and Ruth Kerr’
and ‘Titirangi, Fringe of Heaven by Marc Bonny and edited by Bruce and Trixie Harvey’  have been published.
The former provides much needed, further information about the skirmishes and wars, pa and settlements
among the various Maori hapu on the northern shore of the Manukau. Their links by marriage and their close
kinship within Te Kawarau a Maki are revealed. One such settlement was at Taumatarea, now called Kauri Point,
which runs south of Tokoroa, the hill above Laingholm Fishing Club. This perhaps explains the naming of the
reserve along the foreshore but explains little about the settlement itself. Because oral history is essentially a
cultural treasure (taonga), it is to be revered and guarded. But  there can therefore be little agreement on who
did what to who or precisely when or why.  And the farther back one seeks, the history of this area of Hikurangi
(The West) is mingled with legend and myth and the supernatural, the taniwha and turehu who guarded these
beautiful bays and hills. And maybe, for all I know, they still do . . . . . . .  Be careful where you tread - Others
stood here before you —– And doubtless others will stand here after you have gone. Michael  Allen
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DOG GROOMER IN LAINGHOLM

No need to travel any further than you have to!

Kind, patient and caring groomer with your fur
babies.

Safe and peaceful environment.

Relaxed atmosphere and happy experience.

Flexible with hours, drop offs and pickups.

Full grooms, mini grooms, face tidies, bath, blow-dry and spritzers to freshen up.

Currently grooming small to medium sized doggies.

Muttcuts is based in Western Road, Laingholm.

Contact Ronnie-Phone 098177098 or 0210308419
muttcuts@xtra.co.nz or search facebook: Muttcuts dog grooming
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Huia Fitness Club

The club started early January and has quite a few new members, including a man so
fellas why not come along and keep him company.

This month a few words on why it is important to exercise whatever age. Exercise can
lower the risk for so many diseases and can affect everything from our gut bacteria to
our mental health. Exercise is more important as we age because we lose muscle mass
and gain weight. Exercise is good for body and mind and it has been said that if the
benefits from regular exercise could be put into a pill it would be a wonder drug.

So, what exercises to do, and how long for? It's got to be a way of life really, keeping
moving as much as you can, walking, bending, stretching and getting the heart rate up
by whatever means – doing fast moving, running upstairs, jogging on the spot, anything
that gets you out of breath.

We are now running two classes a week, Monday 7 to 8.30 and Thursday 7 to 8. First
night is free for you to come along and see if it's for you.

See you there at the Huia Hall.

Operation Possum Blitz
Possums are classified as a pest in New Zealand

By trapping this pest, you protect the trees and help save our birds
If you are new to the area, we can teach you how to set a Timms Trap

Possums will eat all your garden vegetables
They could be living in your roof or shed

Possums are active at night and you may hear a coarse cough

PHONE:  JUNE  817 8315  OR  LINDA  817 4338
$40 to purchase a Timms Trap

      We are open weekends

           Email:   op.possumblitz@hotmail.com

This is a voluntary project, supported by
Bio-security, Auckland Council
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KEN TURNER

Kauri Dieback and Managed Retreat

If Auckland Council has a strategy for fighting kauri dieback, their staff were not
forthcoming in divulging it at the last public consultation meeting held in the Titirangi War
Memorial Hall. They seemed awkward and embarrassed as they fielded question after question
from people wanting more information.

Auckland Council’s fight against Kauri Dieback is becoming ever more focused on locking
people out and less focused on the disease.

There’s more holes in their data than in Swiss cheese: For example Council claims that
within the last 5 years there has been an 18% increase in the prevalence of kauri dieback, yet
they cannot say what percentage of all kauri are infected.  So does 18% mean a further 100 or
100,000 kauri are infected?

The ridiculous situation of researching to determine human caused threats to kauri
besides walking tracks, while totally ignoring the health of kauri beside public roads, astonishes
me. Surely the inclusion of such data would add an element of control to the research and
findings as it relates to humans actually being a vector of the disease.

I believe Auckland Council is implementing a strategy of environmental retreat. And
Auckland Council’s previous attempts to impose a policy of ‘managed retreat’ supports my
claim: The Huia Domain Seawall debacle being the most recent. I understand the term ‘managed
retreat’ relates to coastal erosion, but the similarities in dialogue Council had over the 18 months
that they tried to convince the Huia community to abandon their local park and its facilities, is
astonishingly similar to Council rhetoric over kauri dieback and the need to remove
infrastructure and abandon purpose. The heartening thing is, the Huia community rose as one
in triumph over Council and now have the best domain and beach ever.

Even the name of this public consultation is misleading, as in reality we are not being
invited to make a submission on ‘track reopening’ but being tricked into commenting on a
proposal of massive closures and, in doing so, ratifying the process.

Now is the time for people of Waitakere to stand together and fight to retain our heritage.
Look past your favourite track at your back door, or the one that best suits walking your dog and
consider the overall picture. And make a submission on our parks which clearly and simply says

KEEP OUR PARKS OPEN.

Ken Turner
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Knife Sharpening Service

All types of knives and
bladed tools sharpened.

Sorry no saws
Fast and efficient service with

drop off / pick up arranged at your
convenience

Contact Simon, SGW Knives,
Parau, 0278174000
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Summer Storm Tips

● Be prepared – pay attention to weather forecasts, plan your travel around them and prepare
yourself before the storm hits.

● Make a plan – make sure family, friends and flatmate's know where to meet or what you’ll do in
case of emergency.

● Clear gutters and drains on your property, check trees for weak branches and bring the
cat/dog/rabbit (or any other pets) inside.

● Have torches and batteries, a full gas bottle for your BBQ and a battery-operated radio ready if
the power goes out.

● If you need power to pump water or operate septic systems, have an alternate plan in place in
case the power goes out.

● If it is isolated where you live or you may get cut off, make sure you’ve got everything you need
to keep going for a day or two and let us know if you need help (phone 0800 22 22 00).

● Check on neighbours, especially those who are elderly or vulnerable. If they need help that you
can't provide call 111.

● Never drive through flood waters and always drive to the conditions.

● If your property is at risk or your life is in danger, always call 111 immediately.

● Report fallen trees, blocked drains or debris on public property to Auckland Council on 09 301
0101.

Di
st

ric
ts

Laingholm

and
Community Emergency Response Group

Laingholm & Districts Community
Emergency Response Group (CERG)
Laingholm & Districts Community
Emergency Response Group (CERG)

Wow, less than 290 days before Christmas! Where did that time go? Trust you kept cool, wet and
safe!  I was going to say ‘I hope none of you were caught up in the Nelson Fires’ but then if you were,
you would have learnt some valuable community lessons from it. If you did learn something and want
to share it, email me kevin453@gmail.com.

All the children are back at school now, parents routines have settled!? Most of you are working
outside the local area - have you thought what would happen if you couldn’t get home tonight
because  of some fairly major mishap, between you and the kids? Have you made plans and discussed
with the children how you would communicate with them what they should do, - stay at school? Go
to certain neighbours? Get in touch if you are in need of ideas. We will cover some over the next 270
days!   Here’s something to start the year with…

Remember the first 2 weeks of April 2018
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT

EARN EXTRA INCOME
By leasing your land long term in Parau or upper
Laingholm.

Our family of two adults and one child need a 15m x
15m site to put two modern styled tiny Homes onto.
Easy access is a must, power, water and waste outlet
are preferable, but we can build more self-sufficient
homes. We also have excellent references, and we
would be great caretakers of your property.

Phone Margaret 0274498148

Moth Plant Alert!
Moth plant is one of several
vines that have become
invasive pest plants,
threatening the health and
survival of our native bush.
It can grow up to 10 metres,
forming a dense, heavy
mass that will smother trees
and cause them to collapse.
The leaves are leathery, the
flowers white to pink and
the sap is milky and sticky
and a skin irritant.  The fruit resembles a choko

but inside are many seeds
which the wind will carry for
long distances. Moth plant
is in Laingholm!   It is a
containment plant.  If it’s on
your property, you must get
rid of it.  If you can’t reach
it or it’s on public land, ring
Auckland Council (301
0101) and refer it to bio
security.
For more information and

photographs go to www.weedbusters.org.nz

Moth plant on Victory Rd
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MOBILE LIBRARY VISITS
7th  April 2019

The Mobile Library makes a monthly visit
to Huia on the first Sunday of each month.

Huia (beside the store)   1.30 to 4.00 pm

WOODLANDS PARK SCHOOL HALL
Phone 817 5140
LOOKING FOR A SPACE TO USE?
Beautiful facilities for hire. Laingholm Primary
School Hall and Community Room are available
for private or community group use.
Community Room is $15 per Hour and the Hall
is $40 per hour.
Use of kitchen $8 per hour.
Phone School Office 817 8874
LAINGHOLM VILLAGE HALL
Refurbished and refreshed after a long closure
is now available for hire.
For details phone 817 9175
HUIA HALL FOR RENT
Lovely environment, easy parking, reasonable
rates. Accommodates 100.
Contact: Huia Hall Managers 021 142 0563
or Email: bookinghuiahall@gmail.com
FOSTER BAY HALL FOR HIRE
The Huia Fishing and Family Club,
48 Foster Bay Avenue.
Phone Diane Goodley,  811 8721

HALLS FOR HIRE

SHUTTLES
For North Shore, Auckland and Greenlane
Hospitals, phone 0800 809342 option 5
For Waitakere Hospital and other medical
appointments:
phone St.John’s Health Shuttle 0800 000606
Pick-up point by the florist in Titirangi

SERVICES
EMERGENCY: Police, Fire, Ambulance        111
COMMUNITY CONSTABLE    817 0040
HENDERSON POLICE STATION   839 0600
LAINGHOLM FIRE STATION    817 5475
HUIA FIRE STATION      811 8885
ELECTRICAL FAULTS         0508 832 867
WATERCARE             442 2222
AUCKLAND COUNCIL            301 0101

HEALTH & WELL-BEING
TITIRANGI MEDICAL CENTRE     817 8069
HEALTH NEW LYNN       827 8888
INTEGRATED MEDICAL CENTRE              817 6772
TITIRANGI HERBAL DISPENSARY         817 7102
MEALS ON WHEELS       828 5812
VILLAGE DENTAL CARE      817 8012
TOUGHLOVE GROUP       624 4364
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUPS    0508 425266

EDUCATION
LAINGHOLM PRIMARY SCHOOL               817 8874
TITIRANGI RUDOLF STEINER SCHOOL       817 4386
LAINGHOLM KINDERGARTEN           817 4372
LAINGHOLM PLAYCENTRE           817 3489
LAINGHOLM BREAKFAST CLUB          817 4886
WOODLANDS PARK BREAKFAST CLUB      817 6922
LAINGHOLM AFTERSCHOOL CARE    390 8828

COUNSELLING
LAINGHOLM BAPTIST CHURCH         817 4323
CITIZEN’S ADVICE BUREAU             0800 367 222
                                                                   818 8634

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
CARL HARDING               811 8672
DAVE LAWRENCE, QSM, Funeral Celebrant 817 7026
UNA RYAN, Marriage Celebrant      811 8840
TED TURNER, (by appointment)      817 3073
RAJA VENKATESH (by appointment)     827 4949

CLOTHING ALTERATIONS
Ladies, Mens, Mending, Repairs, 40 years experience.

Anything considered.
Phone Annette 817 4505

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT

WE NEED YOUR CANS
Your aluminium cans are useful to us

Please put them in the bin beside the
Laingholm Fire Station.

The cans are recycled and the
money raised helps to fund
the Laingholm Fire Brigade’s
Medical First Response Work.

Community Notice Board
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Manukau Sunset
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